Trendsetter Yarns

Transitions Boxed Rib T Scarf

TRANSITIONS BOXED RIB T SCARF
Designed For Trendsetter Yarns
TRENDSETTER YARNS USED:
Transitions- 1/150gr. box (For colors #22,23, please see bold note in pattern below when reversing pattern!)
Transitions Lux-1/150gr. box (note changes in pattern for using this version.)
Needles #5/Transitions, #6/Transitions Lux
SIZE: 54” wide x 21” long
GAUGE: With #5 needle and Transitions in Stock St.; 26sts= 4”. Row gauge is not as important as you will be working to
a completed length or number of stitches....whichever comes first.
KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS
NOTES: (Depending on row gauge, scarf may or may not come to a point at the very center. Picture attached here has flat
center. If you prefer flat center with more rows per inch then work 6 rows Stock St. If you prefer to only get to a point then
work with 10 rows Stock St.)
1) With the first few repeats, you will not have enough stitches to work a full repeat of Rib St. below. Work in pattern as possible for the number of stitches on the needle and stay in pattern working additional stitches into pattern. The pattern will
become very visual as the scarf grows with more stitches.
2) When working increases below, work until 1 stitch before the end and work M1 increase. Finish the row.
3) When working decrease below, work until 3sts before the end and work SSK or P2-tog depending on stitch pattern. Work
last stitch in pattern.
With #5 needle and Transitions #6 needle and Transitions Lux, Cast on 5sts. Purl 1 row. Change to work in pattern as
follows: (first rows writted out below)
10 rows Stock St. (Knit RS row, Purl WS row)
6 rows Rib St.:
Row 1: (RS) *P10,K2*. Rep *to* across the row as possible.
Row 2: Work stitches in pattern as they appear on the needle to stay in rib pattern.
-Cast on 5sts. Purl back.
-Work in Stock St. for a total of 10 rows, Increasing as a Make 1 (M1) style increase in the space before the end of every
knit row. (Every right side RS) row. At this point you will have 10sts on the needle.
-Now you start to work the Rib St. (P10,K2). With only 10sts on the needle, you can only work the P10 of the pattern.
This is why the note is written that to start, you will not have enough stitches to work a full repeat of the Rib St. section.
Work in pattern as far as you can until enough stitches are on the needle to work the full pattern. Every row the pattern
will grow further and further and repeat more and more. So, you will work P9, M1,K1. This will now give you the P10 of
the pattern and K1 because now you have 11sts on the needle. On the reverse side you will work P1, K10.
-On next row, you will work P10,M1,K1. On the reverse side you will work P2,K10. 12sts on the needle.
-On next row you will work P10,K1,M1,P1. With 13sts this keeps you in pattern. The reverse side will be K1,P2,K10.
Again…13sts on the needle. You’ve now completed the 6 rows of Rib St.
You will repeat 10 rows of Stock St. and 6 rows Rib St. Increasing 1 stitch in the space before the end of the row on every
RS row. When you get back to the next Rib St. stripe, you will work in pattern of P10,K2 and repeat as far across as you
can with keeping in pattern and working new stitches into pattern as you create them by increasing on the RS row.
Continue in pattern until 1/2 way through transition change 4, (for colors #22,23, continue until end of transition
4. These two colors only have 8 transitions that are further apart.) decrease 1 stitch at end of every RS row until 5sts
remains. Bind off in pattern at end of stripe.

